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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Over the next couple of days, high pressure building over the Gulf will keep precipitation chances low.  This morning the 
circulation around the high is keeping southerly flow in the west with northerly winds in the east.  This high will move 
eastward, and winds will be southerly in most regions by later today into tomorrow. Low pressure deepening in the Plains will
increase these winds to fresh to strong speeds in most areas by later tomorrow.  Seas will be generally moderate, but will 
increase with the winds, becoming rough in some areas. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

The Great Plains low will move northeastward and its cold front will move off the northern Gulf coast Wednesday morning.  
The front won't move far to the south, but winds will shift to a NE direction at strong speeds in those areas the front does 
pass, which will cause rough seas in some locations.  Widely scattered showers and thunderstorms are possible with this front, 
as well and some may become heavy.  High pressure will rapidly build out over the Gulf in the wake of the front, and SE winds
will return in the west early Thursday and in most other locations by later Thursday.  Locations in the far east may have to 
wait until Friday to see southerly flow return.  Continuing low pressure development over the Plains will bring strong winds 
back Friday into Saturday in western and central areas, with moderate winds remaining in the east.  As usual some rough seas 
will result from these winds. The next cold front should move out over the Gulf Saturday evening. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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